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POWER,, ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND RURAL NETWORKS 

TheThe mass media are not a solid monolith on all issues. Where the powerful are in 
disagreement,disagreement, there will  be a certain diversity of tactical judgements on how to attain generally 
sharedshared aims, reflected in media debate. But views that challenge fundamental premises or 
suggestsuggest that the observed methods of exercise of state power are based on systemic factors will 
bebe excluded from the mass media even when elite controversy over tactics rages fiercely 
(Hermann and Chomsky, 1988: xii) 

INTRODUCTION N 
Inn the introduction to chapter three, I identified inequality of power as the essence of development 
problems.. In my opinion, for electronic media that inequality refers to power with respect to providing 
andd exchanging information, including control over the content, storage and availability of that informa-
tion.. The synthesis of chapter five touched on the issue of power and referred to autonomy as the 
desirablee independent nature of electronic media and to self-empowerment as access by individuals to 
electronicc media. Concerning the importance of an independent nature of electronic media, chapter five 
mainlyy addresses the influence of economics on information dissemination, the impact of vested 
economicc interests on the information content and economic facilities for electronic media. In my 
perception,, only electronic media which can operate without interference from the State and vested 
economicc interests are truly independent electronic media. 

Informationn dissemination flows can be traced and used to reveal nodes in I&C power structures. 
Byy doing so it is possible to classify each information flow as one of four information traffic patterns: 
allocution,, registration, consultation and conversation. Throughout the history of electronic media, 
Statess have shown a preference for patterns that intrinsically favor a lopsided concentration of power at 
thee sender's end: allocution (one-way flow) of information through electronic mass media. Authorita-
riann States typically use the sender's power to exercise control over the timing, content and characte-
risticss of information flows, as well as over information storage. In democratic societies, the State 
typicallyy uses that power to spread the right to speak to all those who are considered entitled to that 
rightt (Bordewijk and Van Kaam, 1982: 21). However, the situation of mass media, with respect to links 
betweenn power and corporate behavior of electronic mass media enterprises, is more ambiguous. In 
authoritariann States it is usually clear that electronic mass media are used by those in power for their 
politicall  purposes, but the fact that similar objectives prevail in democratic societies is not always easy 
too discern. Under the guise of free and independent media, an image of a separation of interests between 
thee State and mass media is portrayed. However, structural factors, which can be influenced by 
legislationn and regulation, affect mass media operations and do not necessarily strengthen the 
independencee of those mass media. Concerning electronic media and power, one could wonder 
whether,, for the purpose of a clear insight into power relations, an authoritarian regime is not to be 
preferredd over a democratic one. From whatever perspective we look at electronic media and 
development,, it seems to me that McLuhan's famous dictum 'the medium is the message' is still valid, 
althoughh perhaps not in its initial interpretation. In my perception, the State's electronic medium of 
preferencee for development sends a message on power and control. 

Thee issue of power is also crucial to rural development, in particular in a context of social 
change.. In chapter two, two types of social change have been identified: structural and individual. The 
formerr addresses social change which creates a conducive socio-political and economic context for rural 
developmentt as freedom by deepening and widening democratic practices, or by introducing such 
practicess if they are absent. The latter concerns actual social change for individuals in political and 
socio-economicc domains. In my opinion, social change at the level of individuals is about autonomy and 
empowerment.. My approach to development identifies autonomy as popular political sovereignty and 
empowermentt as self-empowerment. In a communication context, the key concepts of development as 
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freedomfreedom of choice are power, knowledge, free information dissemination, independence and freedom. 
Criticss of the basic needs paradigm have argued that the approach is not politically viable, because the 
politicall  wil l for change is lacking within governments of developing countries. Similar criticism can be 
leveledd against my policy framework and the influence of political power cannot be discarded. 
However,, I anticipate that electronic media use in development can be based on a significant role for 
thee conversation pattern, one of the four information traffic patterns discussed in section 6.3. The main 
featuree of this pattern is an independent and free information exchange between participants, while 
bypassingg centers of power and control. For electronic media, this pattern refers to interactive 
communicationn by means of autonomous networks. Chapter five mainly discussed information 
disseminationn in a political domain, advocating an increase in the level of political participation in order 
too reduce the democratic deficit of a nation-state. The influence of individual freedoms on the role of 
electronicc media was also discussed, whereby the focus was on the political freedom of free speech. 
Thiss chapter addresses the impact of information dissemination on development, as well as a social 
actorr role of electronic media in social and economic domains of development. Furthermore, analytical 
concepts,, addressing power, knowledge, information, interactivity and networks, are introduced. In my 
opinion,, a crucial feature of information dissemination in social and economic domains is the 
reproductivee value of information'. Accuracy and reliability of information are important in the political 
domainn for people to make well-informed political choices. However, the decisions and actions in social 
andd economic domains, based on provided or acquired information, may have a more immediate impact 
onn people's livelihood and, therefore, in my opinion, require higher levels of accuracy and reliability. 

Informationn can be provided and exchanged, but providing accurate information to people in 
rurall  areas is often problematic because of difficulties in defining information needs of people in rural 
areas.. In my opinion, a reliance on electronic media for information provision will only continue to 
resultt in a discrepancy between demand and supply of information. At the same time, a reliance on 
informationn provision is, in my opinion, likely to sustain a dependency on centrally controlled 
informationn sources and will not exploit the specific networking features of networked electronic media, 
off  which interactivity is crucial in facilitating information exchanges. However, successful use of 
networkedd electronic media in rural development places specific requirements on socio-political and 
economicc contexts and development policies of nation-states, at least if the intention is to have the 
poorestt people in rural areas benefit from it and to address poverty. 

6.22 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS ON THE INTERACTIVITY OF E-MEDIA 
II  have defined a conception of development and the outlines of a policy framework in chapters three 
andd four, respectively. The conception of development consists of relatively abstract theoretical 
conceptss and emphasizes processes over objectives. Because of the latter, I explore ways in which 
electronicc media can contribute to information dissemination and development processes in rural areas. 
Myy policy framework addresses, albeit in general terms, a required socio-political and economic context 
forr social change, as well as a required increase in individual freedoms. However, my emphasis is on 
thee relevance of such a context for the role of electronic media in facilitating development through 
informationn dissemination or as a social actor. To the extent that policies are aimed at empowerment of 
people,, a distinction can be made between regulatory, educational, alternative and technical assistance 
perspectivess (Hamelink, 1994: 132-141). However, rather than subscribing to any of these policies, I 
amm interested in creating the necessary individual freedoms for autonomy and self-empowerment. For 
electronicc media, this can refer to electronic mass media owned by the previously dis-empowered 
peoplee themselves, but also to public spheres of networks for communication, e.g., virtual civil societies 
inn cyberspace (ibid, 1994: 141 -145). Such public and cyber spheres can consist of networks of people 

11 I define 'reproductive value of information' as the extent to which people are likely to actually apply the information they have 
receivedd or acquired. In the context of rural development, this means that the information meets the demand of an individual (or a 
groupp of individuals), its source is perceived to be reliable and trustworthy and the content and form are considered appropriate for 
thee specific purpose for which an individual intends to use the information. In my opinion, information received or acquired through 
exchangess of information is more likely to have a relatively high reproductive value than information provided by a distant and 
unknownn source. 
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andd organizations in rural areas. The following basic assumptions address the link between the intrinsic 
interactivityy of electronic media and the characteristics and qualities of information flows: 

 electronic media supporting a relatively low degree of interactivity can at best play a supportive role 
inn the development processes through information provision (i.e. one-way information flow), but 
aree more likely to enforce existing centralized power structures; and 

 electronic media supporting a relativelyy high degree of interactivity are best suited to facilitate and 
enhancee information exchange (i.e. two-way information flow), bypassing existing power structures 
andd supporting decentralized, participatory development as social change, or freedom of choice. 

Fromm the perspective of interactivity, two groups of electronic media can be distinguished, electronic 
masss media (radio and television broadcasting) and networked electronic media (telephone, radio and 
computerr mediated communication). The first basic assumption points at a relation between power and 
electronicc mass media and at the influence which that relation has on (i) the contribution of electronic 
masss media to social change, (ii) the performance of electronic mass and (iii ) electronic mass media 
content.. The type of information dissemination, which networked electronic media support, mainly 
operatess autonomously of the I&C power structures and, thus, avoids dependencies between sender and 
receivers.. Key words for networked electronic media are virtual networks and interactivity. Interactive 
networkingg can facilitate information dissemination and accumulation of relevant knowledge. If 
knowledgee equals power,, which is still an intensely debated statement in discourse on the information 
society,, I would expect successful application of electronic media in rural networks to lead to some 
degreee of self-empowerment. 

Inn short, this chapter addresses the relation between power and communication, the influence of 
powerr on media performance, as well as an analytical concept revealing information traffic patterns. 
Thee chapter also discusses the analytical concepts of knowledge, information, interactivity and commu-
nicationn networks in relation to the potential role of electronic media in rural development. The starring 
pointt of the discussion is not whether or not to use electronic media in rural development, but to deter-
minee what could be the contribution of electronic media to rural development as freedom of choice and 
whichh conditions have to be in place for such a contribution to occur. Chapter five addressed the politi-
call  dimension of information exchange and, therefore, the discussion in this chapter is largely restricted 
too information exchange in the social and economic domains. In the synthesis, I make a case for local 
rurall  networks and argue that such networks are best initiated and sustained by people in rural areas. 

6.33 POWER 
InIn some countries the notion of power (who has it, who uses it, and who wants it) plays a 
greatergreater role than in others, but we advocate the position that the availability of technology 
doesdoes not equal social change. It is the patterns of use that concern us (...) (Hanson and Narula, 
1990:3) ) 

Introduction n 
Att a philosophical level, Habermas relates power to communicative action by analyzing 'an uncoupling 
off  system and life world' (i:Habermas, 1981: 229 - 293)2. He elaborates how the concept of a lif e world 
(Lebenswelt),(Lebenswelt), or private sphere, originally coincided with the concept of a public sphere. Communica-
tivee action {Kommunikatives handeln), for Habermas a key element in socially ordering people's life 
worlds,, was initially the coordinating and organizing element of society. He conceives of communica-
tivee action as symmetrical power-free argumentation, which should allow all participants equal posi-
tionss in a discourse. He perceives these conditions to constitute an 'ideal speech situation3. According 

22 Habermas' quotes have been taken from the original German text and translated into English: (i; die Entkoppelvng von Syiem und 
Lebenswelt,Lebenswelt, (ii) rwingt [der Staatsapparal] zu einer Reorganisation, die vnter anderem dazufilhrt, dass politische Macht and die 
StruklurStruklur eines Steuenmgs-mediums angeglichen. Macht an Geld assimiliert wird, (iii ; bilden sich zwei Sorten von Enllastungs-
mechanismen,mechanismen, undzwar in Form von Kommuni-kalionsmedien, die die sprachliche Verstitndigung entweder kondemieren oder 
ersetzen);ersetzen); and (iv) aits der sprachliche Konsensbildung bekannt sind. 

33 In his book Knowledge in a Social World (\999), Alvin Goldman refers to Habermas' concept of participant equality in an ideal 
speechh situation as a procedural approach of egalitarian reciprocity, which is restricted to practical discourse, or normative dialogue. 
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too Habermas, the evolution to capitalist, modern societies separated the public sphere out of the 
people'ss life world. In his opinion, communicative action remains important in the private sphere, but in 
thee public sphere de-voiced communication media (entsprachlichte Kommunikationsmedien) connect 
thee independent subsystems. The links between those subsystems are labeled power and exchange 
relationss (Macht- und Tausch-beziehungen) and serve rational, goal-oriented action (Zweckrationalitat). 
Thee State and the Economy are identified as dominant subsystems and the de-voiced medium of money 
makess the State dependent on the Economy, which 'forces the State apparatus to reorganize itself, 
which,, amongst other consequences, leads to the adaptation of political power to the structure of a 
coordinatingg medium, in other words, power is assimilated into money' (ii : ibid, 1981: 256). Social 
orderingg and coordinating power rests with the State and the Economy and is, thus, separated from 
communicativee action between people. Increasing complexity in society, combined with a differen-
tiationn between communicative action and goal-oriented action, leads to increased communication 
loads.. As a result, 'two types of relief-mechanisms evolve in the form of media for communication, 
whichh either condense or replace the verbal understanding' (iii : ibid, 1981: 269/ 270). The latter refers 
too the coordinating capabilities of money and the former to mass media. Habermas subsequently claims 
thatt the evolution of society will lead to an increased hierarchical nature and centralization of mass 
media.. According to him, coordinating capabilities of mass media depend on resources and means 
whichh 'are known in the practice of verbal consensus building' (iv: ibid, 1981: 273). Therefore, they 
will ,, through actors in mass media organizations, remain linked to the life world, this in contrast to the 
detachedd and de-voiced medium of money. However, despite the link to the life world, which Habermas 
perceivess as positive, corporate behavior of mass media is not independent of the State and the 
Economy,, as Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky's propaganda model, described below, illustrates. 

AA propaganda model for mass media 
AA less abstract perspective on the relation between economics and power in mass media is offered by 
Hermann and Chomsky, whoo suggest a propaganda model for mass media (Herman and Chomsky, 
1994).. According to them, structural factors exert a strong influence on the content of information 
providedd by mass media. The main impact of the structural factors on mass media behavior is a certain 
extentt of self-censorship. The structural factors are represented by the five filters of the propaganda 
model.. Free market economics are not the only influence on mass media behavior and Mill' s optimism 
onn the 'liberty of the press', an optimism based on his assumption that legislation has secured freedom 
off  opinion has been put to the test in almost all countries. Mill' s belief, that 'in constitutional countries 
(...)) government, whether completely responsible to the people or not, will [not] often attempt to control 
thee expression of opinion' (Mill , 1858, In: Collini, 1985: 19), has turned out to be unjustified. The 
materiall  on Vietnam, Indonesia and, in particular, Peru, will illustrate that, also in constitutional 
countries,, the State may have reasons to control some information flows. However, the propaganda 
modell  for mass media indicates that even if the liberty of the press could be secured, as Mil l thought it 
hadd been, content-related power aspects of mass media make mass media independence an ambiguous 
concept.. In their propaganda model, Herman and Chomsky distinguish between five filters, or structural 
factorss (Herman and Chomsky, 1994: 1- 35): 

 size, ownership and profit orientation: economics of the free market have raised entry barriers for 
mediaa enterprises, leading to media conglomerates aimed at generating profits, which in turn leads 
too avoiding content of a too confrontational nature and at reducing market access possibilities for 
smallerr independent mass media outlets; 

 advertising license to do business: free market price competition requires significant contributions 
byy advertisers who put demands on the composition of the audience; that results in a bias towards a 

Goldmann claims that the restriction makes the approach unsuitable for a general social epistemology, which also encompasses non-
normativee discourses, and, therefore, are not useful for his verittstic version of social epistemology (see section 6.4). However, more 
importantt for this dissertation is that he points out that Habermas' ideal speech situation is not compatible with a situation in which 
muchh of public speech is transmitted over one-way communication channels, e.g., radio and television and, to a lesser extent, news-
papers.. Nevertheless, Habermas addresses an important aspect of communication in modem liberal democracies: the structural 
dependencee between economics and electronic mass media and the distorting influence of that dependency on the content of 
informationn provision. 
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selectionn of, and a way of discussing, topics which does not turn away the targeted audience; 
 sourcingmass media news: mass media require a steady and reliable flow of raw material to pro-

ducee information; economic conditions and considerations of perceived news reliability make mass 
mediaa turn to a relatively small number of raw material producers; typically, government institu-
tions,, corporate or other large scale operations fulfil l mass media's need for that supply of raw ma-
terial,, but in return the presentation of the material is expected not to damage the interests of the 
sources; ; 

 flak and the enforcers: despite alleged freedoms of speech and press, powerful elements in society 
have,, and use, significant resources to keep information content within accepted limits; producing 
contentt outside those limits can be very costly to mass media outlets; and 

 nationalism and patriotism*: the theme of us and them more or less forces mass media to associate 
withh us, and the related interpretation of raw material, rather than with them. 

Thee resulting hidden and intended bias of mass media information content is not always easy to discern, 
partlyy because tt is intentionally concealed. Often, a hidden bias is not about the mass media outlets as 
such,, but about the specific way a mass media outlet is used by sources for their respective aims. This 
propagandisticc tendency of mass media makes a continuous critical view of mass media imperative 
(McQuail,, 1992: 194). Herman and Chomsky stress the influence of power and economics on mass 
mediaa performance in general, and on the objectivity of their news selection and reporting in particular. 
Fromm a perspective of social epistemology, Goldman focuses on the impact which structural factors 
havee on the veritistic value of mass media information provision, the way in which 'the economics of 
thee mass media affect [the mass media's] impact on knowledge' (Goldman, 1999: 183). Whereas 
Hermann and Chomsky are concerned about the diversity and objectivity of media content, Goldman 
zoomss in on the need for information to be accurate and truthful in order to add to the veritistic value of 
accumulatedd knowledge. Therefore, he agrees with Herman and Chomsky that economics, and the 
relatedd vested interests, have a negative impact on mass media by decreasing the veritistic value of mass 
mediaa content (Goldman, 1999: 182 - 188). Goldman's conception of veritistic value is theoretical and 
abstract,, but relevant to the impact that reliability of a source and its information have on the acceptance 
off  information and I outline some aspects of his theory in section 6.4. 

Informationn traffic patterns: trails of power and freedom of communication 
Thee analytical concept of information traffic patterns (ITPs) addresses the aspects of power concerning 
informationn dissemination in another way. The ITP-concept focuses on control over information flows 
andd storage, more than on the content of information flows. The elaboration of the ITP-concept was 
triggeredd by a technological convergence of informatics and telecommunications into new media and 
thee subsequent perceived policy need to address the resulting new patterns of information flows. Before 
thee convergence, two information traffic patterns were distinguished, which addressed distribution 
(radioo and television) and conversation (telephone and radio-communication), respectively. However, 
technologicall  convergence led to the addition of two ITPs, registration and consultation. The incentive 
too re-define information flows originated at government level. Therefore, the main assumption of the 
ITP-conceptt is that a revised regulatory framework is required to determine measures which 
governmentt has to take to ensure the continued freedom of information dissemination through both 
masss and networked electronic media and by using all ITPs (Bordewijk and Van Kaam, 1982: 7-12). 
Mainlyy because of the initial assumption, Bordewijk and Van Kaam focus on policy implications of 
emergingg information traffic patterns. However, as an analytical tool the ITP-concept reveals I&C 
powerr structures underlying the information flows in a nation-state, which is relevant for a context of 
powerr and electronic media. 

Authorss like Innis (1950, 1951) and McLuhan (1962,1964, 1989) concern themselves with the 
technologicall  influence on media culture and contend that changes in communication technology also 

44 Herman and Chomsky label this factor 'anti-communism as a control mechanism', but I take the model out of the US context and 
re-labell  it 'nationalism and patriotism'. This label is more generally applicable and captures the essence of the original label. The 
propagandaa model presumes a free market, which means it may not be applicable in states with a socialist economic system. 
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causee social change. In his overview of mass communication theory, Denis McQuail labels this school 
off  thought communication technology determinism (McQuail, 1994: 85 - 93). Innis introduces the 
conceptt of a communication bias, which, according to him, is the result of the characteristics and 
qualitiess of a specific media technology. In short, Innis distinguishes between information form and 
content,, the sense experience and the context of use. According to Innis, existing communication means 
aree exploited by those in power to monopolize information and knowledge, which can lead to a status 
quoo and obstacles to change or to the emergence of a new communication technology. In that context, 
Inniss contrasts one-way media with interactive media, or electronic mass media with networked elec-
tronicc media, whereby the old media support the status quo and the new media are expected to lead to 
change.. The perception that new communication technologies cause social change is one of the theo-
reticall  underpinnings of the positive perspectives on the benefits of the communications revolution and 
informationinformation age. In general, however, the belief in direct mechanistic effects from new communi-cation 
technologyy has less and less theoretical support. From a perspective of public administrations and po-
werr holders, the aspects of acquiring or disseminating power are considered by Bordewijk and Van 
Kaamm to be more relevant. The various ITPs reveal the relative power positions of senders and recei-
vers.. With respect to the relative power positions, Bordewijk and Van Kaam raise two main questions, 
thee answers to which provide an insight into relative power positions in I&C power structures: 

 who exercises control over time, choice of subject and speed of the information reception; and 
 who exercises control over the information storage which is used? 

AA distinction between central and individual control leads to two control parameters, each with two 
aspects,, resulting in a typology of ITPs as shown in table 6.1. 

Tablee 6.1 Typology of information traffic patterns (ITPs) (Bordewijk and Van Kaam, 1982: 32) 

Thee prevailing ITPs in a society (and in its information and electronic media legislation, regulation and 
policies)) provide insight into the I&C power structure. According to the ITP-concept, the impact of 
communicationn technology on society is subordinated to who controls the flows of information, which 
thosee technologies produce. Registration patterns, for example, will normally lead to an increased 
concentrationn of information and knowledge, and, therefore, a power concentration at the center. The 
powerr concentration effect is stronger with an increase in the amount of stored information and know-
ledge,, as well as with the extent to which a center is free to determine what can be registered. The effect 
wil ll  be lessened by the degree to which the information supplying individuals communicate over what 
wil ll  be supplied. This strong relative power position can be exploited by a center through allocution and 
consultationn patterns, which allow a center to determine what information will be provided, to whom, 
byy which means, at what moment and at which speed. Bordewijk and Van Kaam suggest that the 
emergencee of networked electronic media will lead to a shift away from ITPs linked to sender-domina-
tedd mass media to ITPs representing receiver-oriented media systems. Similar conclusions emerge from 
aa distinction made between uni- and multi-dimensional media, with uni-dimensional media (television/ 
radio)) having given 'rise to centralized, pyramidal, hierarchical systems and super-systems' and multi-
dimensionall  media favoring 'decentralization, pluralism, and democracy' (Hanson and Narula, 1990: 
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4).. In my opinion, a nation-state's constitution, legal and regulatory framework, rights to information 
andd the activities of electronic media provide an indication of which ITPs are preferred by the State. 

Thee allocution pattern refers to information provision from a center to many peripheral receivers. 
Characteristicc of this ITP is the presence of an audience, of which all members receive the provided 
informationn at the same time. In technological terms, this ITP could be characterized as a point-to-
multi-pointt system, with littl e or no opportunities for feedback. Other characteristics are that time, 
subjectsubject and speed of information provision are determined by the sender or at a center. The common 
electronicc mass media, such as television and radio, are examples of this ITP. A further distinction can 
bee made between hard and soft allocution. Hard allocution refers to one-directional flows of 
informationn without any feedback, e.g., a public speech. Soft allocution, however, can include feedback 
byy introducing consultation or conversation elements, e.g., broadcast interviews, live telephone calls by 
thee audience and other forms of audience participation. 

Thee registration pattern refers to a situation where a center requests or collects information from 
aa large number of individuals in a periphery. This applies to situations where information from indivi-
dualss is stored centrally. Storage of information often takes place without an individual's knowledge. A 
centerr determines time, subject, and speed of the process. Authoritarian nation-states have a tendency to 
strictlyy control this ITP, complicating information collection by entities other than State-institutions. 

Thee consultation pattern refers to individuals or organizations in the periphery who search for 
informationn in central information storage locations, e.g., databanks and libraries. In principle, the 
individuall  or organization has control over time, subject and also speed. However, individual control is 
usuallyy constrained within limits set by the entity which manages the central information storage. 

Finally,, the conversation pattern refers to a situation in which individuals (possibly as 
participantss in a communication network) interact directly with each other, bypassing a center or 
intermediary.. Time, subject, speed and. even partner of the information exchange are controlled by the 
individual.. Examples are personal communication, exchanging letters and to some extent telephone and 
e-maill  communication, where for the last two options a passive center (a telephone exchange or an 
internett service provider) is considered to be no center. Previously, governments tended to be 
uninterestedd in this ITP, because of its restricted physical reach and the subsequent limited impact on 
societyy in general. However, the increased reach of this ITP in the context of electronically mediated 
networkss has changed that attitude. 

Allocution,, consultation and conversation can be positioned on two connected continuums, 
whichh illustrate the differences between allocution and consultation, as well as between consultation 
andd conversation. The extent to which synchronicity of information transfer is enforced by a center, or 
itss system of information provision, defines the transition from allocution to consultation. In the purest 
formm of allocution a center enforces complete synchronicity, whereas the purest form of consultation is 
definedd by completely voluntary asynchronicity of information transfer. The transition from consulta-
tionn to conversation is defined by the extent to which inequality between information transfer partici-
pantss (sender and receiver) is enforced by a center, or its information system. In the purest form of con-
sultationn that inequality is intrinsic to the pattern, whereas a pure conversation pattern is defined by the 
completee freedom to choose partners. Originally the ITPs were intended to be linked to a specific me-
dium,, but technological developments have complicated those linkages. The ITPs are basic patterns and 
alloww for a number of media applications to go with each pattern. However, the most important applica-
tionn of the concept is identifying existing power positions in relation to information flows and storage. 

6.44 KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION 
TheThe most elementary and universal social path to knowledge [is]  the transmission of observed 
informationinformation from one person to others. More generally, [the social spread of knowledge] 
considersconsiders observers who decide whether and what to report, and receivers who decide what 
credencecredence to place in reports they receive (Goldman, 1999: 103) 

Knowledge e 
Att an abstract philosophical level, knowledge is the subject matter of the discipline of epistemology, 
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whichh can be defined as 'a philosophic theory of the method or basis of human knowledge' (Oxford 
Americann Dictionary, 1980). A more traditional and individualistic version of epistemology focuses on 
thee 'mental operations of cognitive agents in isolation or abstraction from other persons' (Goldman, 
1999:: 4) . I focus on (i) electronically mediated information flows, (ii) electronically mediated 
interactionn between individuals and (iii ) the resulting spread of information and accumulation of 
knowledgee and I consider Goldman's social epistemology more relevant in that context. According to 
Goldman,, the specifically social features of social epistemology are (i) a focus on social paths or routes 
too knowledge, (ii) an inclusion of group entities instead of focusing only on individuals and (iii ) a 
potentiall  inclusion of collective or corporate entities as 'potential knowing agents', as well as individual 
'knowers'' (Goldman, 1999: 4/5). Goldman's social epistemology addresses the issue of accuracy and 
truthfulnesss (veritistic value) of information and that information's contribution to knowledge accumu-
lationn and, therefore, can be called veritistic. The authority and reliability of a source of information are 
keyy elements in his theory. In my opinion, authority and reliability are important aspects of information 
disseminationn in social and economic domains, where the reproductive value of information is more 
cruciall  to the daily lives of people than in the political domain. Therefore, I conceive of Goldman's 
veritisticc approach to knowledge production as a valuable concept in a context of electronically 
mediatedd interaction over distances in networks or through electronic mass media, situations in which 
thee characteristics, qualities and reliability of a source may not be known to a receiver. 

Goldmann conceives of communication as an important method of increasing knowledge, because, 
inn his opinion, information transfer is more efficient than fresh discovery of facts. Employing his theory 
off  veritism, or truth seeking6, to information transfer, he emphasizes selecting social practices that 
'wouldd best advance the cause of knowledge' (ibid, 1999: 79)7. Goldman distinguishes between target 
practices,, which are the actual social practices leading to increased knowledge, and selection practices, 
whichh are used to select the former. Target practices have instrumental veritistic value to increase the 
fundamentall  veritistic value of knowledge, which, according to Goldman, means that the practices have 
too be evaluated in terms of their veritistic output, which Goldman describes as states, such as know-
ledge,, error and ignorance. Goldman evaluates veritistic value in degrees of belief, which are equated 
withh subjective probabilities. Therefore, Goldman's concept of veritistic value can be defined as the 
probabilisticc truth value of a statement, or testimony. Since that positivist notion is not compatible with 
myy theoretical argumentation, I use the part of Goldman's theory which focuses on the stages of know-
ledgee production and on testimonial belief. These elements support my argument for local level use of 
interactivee electronic media in rural development8. 

KnowledgeKnowledge is, in this dissertation, defined as 'applied and heightened information, (...), and any consequences to be drawn from 
suchh information*. Information is considered to be 'data with a shape and a potential use, or is conclusions drawn from such data' 
andd data refers to 'a collection of more or less isolated facts' (The Oxford Companion to the English Language, 1992: 517). 

Thiss search for truth has been criticized, as Goldman points out, by stating that 'appeals to truth are merely instruments of 
dominationn or repression' (Goldman, 1999: 33). In section 3.3, I have discussed Berlin's view that a belief in truth has led to 
authoritarianismm in the interest of the people, as a result of using such a belief in a positive notion of liberty at the level of nation-
states.. In a more recent book, Arturo Escobar states that reality is often no more than a representation of events by observers, who 
aree influenced by the norms and values of their own culture. Escobar refers to Foucault (as does Goldman) by claiming that the way 
discoursee on a subject evolves is more relevant to actions than reality (Escobar, 1995: 5 -12). Therefore, I will not subscribe to 
Goldman'ss notion of the existence of truth, but will restrict myself to the more basic aspects of his answer to the question: ' Which 
practicess [and conditions for those practices] have a comparatively favorable impact on knowledge as contrasted with error and 
ignorance?'' (Goldman, 1999: 5). 

Goldmann perceives of a veritistic approach to social epistemology 'as a discipline that evaluates practices [and their respective 
causall  contributions to knowledge] along truth-linked, veritistic dimensions' (Goldman, 1999: 69). Rawls and Habermas, parts of 
whosee theories I use for ftis dissertation, appear to be supportive of what Goldman labels consensus consequentialism, or 
proceduralism.proceduralism. Consensus consequentialism evaluates social practices by their tendencies to promote agreement or disagreement, 
withh a preference for those social practices that promote consensus. Rawls' concept of public reason is an example of consensus 
consequentialismm and Habermas' ideal speech environment is an example of proceduralism. Both theories mainly address 
informationn dissemination in the political domain and in support of democracy, a dimension I have addressed in section 5.6. 
Goldmann addresses information dissemination in a socio-economic perspective, the subject matter of this chapter. 

Goldmann acknowledges that truth-values of beliefs are very difficult to quantify, but states that his concept of veritistic value is 
'intendedd to provide conceptual clarity, to specify what is sought in an intellectually good practice, even if it is difficult to determine 
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Testimonyy is one of the key concepts for the transfer of information in veritistic theory. 
Accordingg to Goldman, four stages of testimony-related activity are relevant to producing knowledge 
andd to the ultimate level of socially distributed knowledge: 

 discovery; 
 production and transmission of messages; 
 message reception; and 
 message acceptance. 

Thee first stage addresses the observation of facts and the second concerns 'deciding whether, what, 
how,how, and to whom to communicate [the observed facts]' (ibid, 1999: 104). In that sense, the second 
stagee refers to the issue of media and audience choice. The third stage assesses whether communication 
processess have been successful, in the sense that messages have been received and understood. 
However,, the fourth, and final, stage is the one which holds the most interest. That stage addresses the 
issuee of whether a receiver will 'believe the reported proposition, reject it, withhold judgement, or 
assignn some intermediate degree of belief (ibid, 1999: 105). Acceptance of a message is expected to 
leadd to increased knowledge, where knowledge is defined as the acceptance of a new belief, or an 
increasee in degree of an existing belief. Positivist use of veritistic theory leads to what I would loosely 
describee as probabilistic estimates of testimonial likelihood by receivers. However, the qualitative 
aspects,, as to whether or not a receiver will accept a message, are more relevant. Acceptance of a 
messagee depends on the audience's interest in the topic and its perception of the reporter's competence, 
actuall  observance of a fact and honesty and sincerity. Acceptance of a message, or testimony, hinges on 
testimoniall  belief. Various theories have been developed for justifications of testimonial belief and 
Goldmann prefers the following interpretation of justificarional reliabilism: 

InIn its simplest form, justification  ̂ reliabilism says that a belief is justified if and only if it is 
producedproduced (and/or sustained) by a reliable belief-forming process or sequence of processes. For a 
testimonialtestimonial belief to be justified it suffices that the general process of accepting reports of others 
mostlymostly yields truths (ibid, 1999: 129) 

Thiss theory hinges on the perceived causal relation between credulity and reliability. In order to exclude 
thee negative connotation of credulity, Goldman adds the restriction that causality only applies to 
situationss 'in which speaker's reports are generally true' (ibid, 1999: 130). In Goldman's version of 
reliabilism,, an increase of knowledge through communication depends on whether a receiver of 
information,, or a participant in the interactive communication process, attributes credibility and 
trustworthinesss to the source of the transferred information. In that sense, the causal relation between 
credulityy and reliability is relevant for the subject of electronically mediated interaction/information 
disseminationn in rural development. 

Information n 
Inn terms of information flows and levels of information and knowledge, information provision is by and 
largee a leveler of differences in quantities of information. However, having more information does not 
necessarilyy mean being more knowledgeable. Information tends to flow from places of relative plenty to 
placess of relative scarcity, hence a strong economic rationale for using electronic media for information 
provisionn . However, increasing knowledge is about learning through exchanging information, and not 
soo much about leveling information resources. It is about offering experiences with, insights into and 
opinionss and views on various subjects by using a multi-directional communication process. Both 

whichh practices in fact score high on [veritistic value] measures' (Goldman, 1999: 91). 

Thee economic assumption of a tendency towards equilibrium would presume information flows following the law of demand and 
supplyy to level out the quantities of information people have. However, the current economic reality in rural areas proves that the 
assumedd impact on development included in the economic rationale underlying information provision is seriously flawed in two 
ways.. First, supply does not qualitatively meet demand of people in rural areas. Secondly, the demand for information of those 
peoplee is not supported by economic means to acquire information, or access to information sources. These two flaws also do not 
takee into account the public nature of information and the subsequent difficulties in turning information into a commercial 
commodity. . 
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informationn provision and exchange are relevant for development, but I conceive of information 
exchangee through independent networks as supportive of autonomy and self-empowerment, as opposed 
too the dependencies resulting from information provision by centers in I&C power structures. I have 
mentionedd the efficiency of acquiring knowledge through information transfer as compared to through 
personall  observation, but the concept of information itself has not been elaborated. In their analysis of 
thee role of information in the modern information society, Van Cuilenburg, Scholten and Noomen 
distinguishh between three aspects of information (Van Cuilenburg, Scholten, Noomen, 1996: 61 - 87): 

 syntax, which refers to a sender-determined, intentional sequence of signals; 
 semantics, which addresses the meaning that, based on social conventions, can be attributed to 

signalss (intended semantic information, attributed by sender, and realized semantic information, 
attributedd by receiver); and 

 pragmatics, which points at the impact the transferred information has on the activities of receivers. 
Semanticc aspects increase knowledge, syntactic aspects refer to the total supply of information and 
pragmaticc aspects address the change in people's behavior as a result of acquired information. The three 
authorss use these aspects of information to suggest a limited impact of the information society on the 
actuall  behavior of people, which is illustrated by their two hypotheses on information. 

HypothesisHypothesis 1: The almost constant pragmatic quantity of information 
TheThe information quantity in society generally develops asfolloM's: syntactic information 
increasesincreases exponentially, semantic information less than proportionally and pragmatic 
informationinformation remains almost constant (ibid, 1996: 63). 
HypothesisHypothesis 2: Off target information 
AA lot of information misses its target mid the possibilities for ill-directed information increase 
withwith continued informatization, that is to say, ever more information will  be supplied as 
answersanswers to questions that have yet to be posed instead of to someone's existing question (ibid, 
1996:66/67). . 

Inn an essay on cyber-cultural politics, Lins Ribeiro quotes a group of cyber-activists, the Critical Art 
Ensemblee (CAE), which claims that the main concern of an information society may not be a black-out 
off  information provision and exchange as a result of censorship, but a white-out as result of an 
informationinformation blizzard. The cyber-activists claim that a white-out could force 'the individual to depend on 
ann authority to help prioritize the information to be selected'. They continue their pessimism by stating 
thatt 'this [dependency] is the foundation for the information catastrophe, an endless recycling of 
sovereigntyy back to the state under the pretense of informational freedom' (CAE quoted in Lins 
Ribeiro,, In: Alvarez, Dagnino and Escobar (eds.), 1998: 334). Although I do not necessarily agree with 
thiss extremely pessimistic view, it is, in my opinion, relevant to ask whether emphasizing information 
transferr in the information society will lead to a more informed society. Excess of information transfer 
couldd lead to information overload, or otherwise by a saturation of the desire for information. This can 
bee illustrated by paraphrasing the First Law of the economist Gossen: the intensity of the desire to 
satisfyy the need for information eventually leads to saturation and afterwards to an aversion to collecting 
informationn (Van Cuilenburg, Scholten and Noomen, 1996: 72/73). 

6.55 INTERACTIVITY 
InteractivityInteractivity is the degree to which participants in a communication process can exchange 
rolesroles [from sender to receiver and vice versa] in, and have control over, their mutual 
discourse.discourse. 'Mutual discourse' is the degree to which a given communication act is based on a 
priorprior  series of communication acts. Thus, each message in a sequence of exchanges affects the 
nextnext message in a kind of cumulative process (Rogers, 1995: 314) 

Nextt to conduciveness to social change, interactivity is the second central concept of the dissertation 
and,, in my opinion, the intrinsic interactivity of an electronic medium and the conduciveness to social 
changee of the socio-political and economic context, to a large extent, determine the characteristics and 
qualitiess of electronically mediated information flows. Moreover, with respect to electronically 
mediatedd information exchanges, I consider interactivity to be the single most relevant and 
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characteristicc feature of networked electronic media, which distinguish them from electronic mass 
media.. The basic meaning of interactivity can be derived from the verb 'to interact', which can be 
definedd as 'to have an effect upon each other' (Oxford American Dictionary, 1980). In his book 
DiffusionDiffusion of Innovations (fourth and revised edition), Everett Rogers provides a definition of 
interactivityy in relation to communication processes. Although other interpretations of interactivity 
exist,, in my opinion, Rogers' definition accurately represents the basic meaning of 'to interact' in the 
contextt of information exchange. Therefore, I will use Rogers' above quoted definition for the 
discussionn on interactivity, despite the fact that, arguably, there may be better definitions available10. 
Twoo important terms in Rogers' definition are 'exchange roles' and 'control'. According to Rogers, an 
exchangee of roles refers to 'the empathie ability of individual A to take the position of individual B (and 
too perform B's communication acts), and vice versa' (Rogers, 1995: 314)11. Using Rogers' conception 
off  interactivity excludes electronic mass media, such as television and radio, from being conceived of as 
interactivee electronic media. The reason is that the allocution patterns of electronic mass media can only 
bee softened to a limited extent and cannot acquire nor emulate the degree of interactivity of 
conversationn patterns. 

Thee comparison between Rogers' definition of interactivity with the ITP-concept's idea of 
interactivityy illustrates that Rogers' interpretation of control is similar to Bordewijk and Van Kaam's 
perceptionn of that term. The latter interpret control as 'the extent to which an individual can choose the 
timing,, content, and sequence of a communication act, search out alternative choices, enter the content 
intoo storage for other users, and perhaps create new communication capabilities' (ibid, 1995: 314). 
However,, Rogers' definition goes beyond Bordewijk and Van Kaam's interpretation, because he uses 
thee more inclusive term communication act as opposed to Bordewijk and Van Kaam's information 
reception.reception. An act of communication refers to both receiving and sending messages. Finally, 'alternative 
choices'' and 'new communication capabilities' are not explicitly mentioned in the ITP-concept, partly 
duee to a different focus and objective of the concept. 

Thee basic assumptions of section 6.2 assert that the degree of functional interactivity of 
electronicc media determines the nature of their electronically mediated information flows and the 
impactt electronic media can have on development. According to Goldman, electronic media 'differ in 
theirr support of interactiveness or responsiveness' (Goldman, 1999: 162), which, in my opinion, refers 
too the level of intrinsic, or functional, interactivity of electronic media. A relatively high level of 
functionall  interactivity of networked electronic media confirms the presumed suitability of those 
electronicc media for multi-directional communication processes. However, the functional interactivity 
off  an electronic medium does not automatically imply that interactivity is fully operational. 
Organizationall  measures, for example, centralization of control and restrictions on access, may have 
beenn taken to limit the functional interactivity of an electronic medium. On the other hand, the absence 
off  functional interactivity does not mean that no degree of operational interactivity can be achieved with 
aa specific electronic medium. Organizational measures can also partly compensate for a lack of 
functionall  interactivity in media such as radio-broadcasting and television . In terms of ITPs, this 

100 With respect to earlier and currently used communication models, interactivity changes 'the concept of source and receiver. It has 
becomee rather participant oriented' (Hanson and Narula, 1990; 13). This is a key notion of the concept of multi-directional 
communicationn and conversation patterns. Instead of just changing the emphasis from sender to receiver, as many advocates of 
alternativee communication suggest, the idea of participant orientation is more neutral and aimed at a non-antagonistic interpretation 
off  alternative perceptions of sender dominated multi-directional communication. 

111 Habermas also emphasizes empathy by stating that 'under the pragmatic presuppositions of an inclusive and non-coercive rational 
discoursee among free and equal participants, everyone is required to take the perspective of everyone else, and thus project herself 
intointo the understandings of self and world of all others' (Habermas, 1995, italics added). 

122 I consider functional and operational interactivity as two sets of interactive features of electronic media which are not related in a 
set-subsett nature. Whereas functional interactivity is intrinsic to the technical characteristics of electronic media, operational 
interactivityy is not. Operational interactivity is only equal to functional interactivity in situations where an electronic medium's 
functionall  interactivity is fully used and no organizational measures are taken to increase operational interactivity. Operational 
interactivityy is higher than functional interactivity if organizational measures have been taken to emulate some not intrinsically 
existingg aspects of the functional interactivity of an electronic medium. Operational interactivity is lower than functional 
interactivityy if (i) some aspects of the functional interactivity of an electronic medium have been disabled, (ii) organizational 
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meanss that allocution patterns of electronic mass media can be softened. In general, the socio-political 
andd economic context is, in my opinion, at least as important as technology to the operational 
interactivityy of electronic media, since legislation and regulation in political, social and economic 
domainss of society determine the extent to which allocution patterns can be softened. The relation 
betweenn an electronic medium and its tendency to change or strengthen existing power structures is 
derivedd from the ITP-concept. 

Thee intrinsic, or functional, interactivity of electronic media can be determined by the extent to 
whichh electronic media support multi-directional communication. From that perspective, interactivity is 
definedd by whether an electronic medium (i) makes multi-directional communication possible, (ii) 
allowss for control over the communication act by the participants and (iii ) supports an exchange of roles 
betweenn participants in a communication process. Two more characteristics of multi-directional 
communicationn are (iv) the possibility of feedback and the speed with which feedback can be 
communicatedd and (v) its requirement for synchronicity in time. A basic telephone conversation is an 
examplee of synchronous communication and requires sender and receiver to communicate at the same 
momentt in time, as opposed to asynchronous communication in the case of e-mail or the use of an 
answeringg machine for telephone conversation. Based on the five characteristics of multi-dimensional 
communication,, the relative degree of functional interactivity of the electronic media of chapter one 
(seee section 1.2) has tentatively been estimated in table 6.2. 

Tablee 6.2 Functional interactivity of electronic media 

Broadcastss recorded on audio- and video-cassettes allow for asynchronous reception, but in rural areas, 
peoplee normally have to tune into broadcasts at the moment of transmission to receive information. 

SofteningSoftening of allocution 
Thee physical distance of national electronic mass media to their audiences harden allocution patterns of 
radioo and television, since it makes feedback all but impossible. However, to some extent it is possible 
too soften allocution patterns. The spatial and organizational decentralization of broadcasting networks, 
thee establishment of local level independent mass media outlets and audience participation in decision-
makingg and the production and broadcasting activities of electronic media can partially compensate for 
ann absence of functional interactivity in electronic media. The three aspects of functional interactivity of 
tablee 6.2 illustrate this possibility. 

Thee multi-directional aspect of interactivity allows for similar, albeit electronically mediated, 

measuress restrict the use of some aspects of the functional interactivity of an electronic medium and (iii ) if a combination of the 
previouss two is applied 
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opportunitiess of multi-directional communication as in face-to-face conversation, but without the 
physicall  proximity of the participants. The prefix tele-, as in telecommunication, essentially suggests a 
mediationn through technical means to overcome physical distances. Electronic mass media, radio and 
television,, are normally not ranked under telecommunication. Although broadcasting technology is 
typicallyy used to coverr distances between physically separated senders and receivers, its main objective 
iss usually not to establish multi-directional communication links. Organizational measures reduce the 
physicall  distance between electronic mass media and the audience to the extent that feedback from 
receiverss to senders is made feasible, therefore creating opportunities, to some extent, for multi-
directionall  communication aspects of interactivity. 

Controll  over communal conversation refers to the extent to which participants are able to 
determinee or to influence the choice of subject of multi-directional communication processes. This 
controll  aspect is used by Bordewijk and Van Kaam, to demonstrate that multi-directional 
communicationn is an application of a conversational ITP. Electronic mass media usually offer littl e or 
noo control to receivers over the subject of communication. On the one hand, that is caused by physical 
distancess between senders and receivers, but, on the other hand, by electronic mass media's 
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Tablee 6.3 SoftenedSoftened allocution and electronic mass media 

organizationall  restrictions on influence by outsiders on programming and content of broadcasts. Even in 
thee case where audiences are allowed access, electronic mass media retains editorial control (Hamelink, 
1994:: 132-141). Decentralization of national electronic mass media and independent local electronic 
masss media open up opportunities for physical access. Participation of receivers in decision-making, 
programmingg and content production of broadcasts could lead to some level of control over subjects of 
broadcasts,, thus creating a higher level of interactivity for the broadcasting media. 

Rolee changing, the third aspect of interactivity, goes well beyond control over, or influence on, 
thee topics of broadcasts and extends to role-changing between sender and receiver. For electronic mass 
mediaa this is mostly an organizational impossibility, but what can be achieved is that some receivers 
alsoo function as senders. The implication is that receivers not only have physical access to radio and 
televisionn stations, but that some receivers are also part of the organizational structures. This would 
meann that a more extensive form of participation would have to be applied. 

Electronicc mass media can operate with a certain degree of interactivity, but such interactivity has 
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too take place within existing power structures. In contrast, the other three electronic media of table 6.2 
havee some intrinsic capability of supporting multi-directional communication in autonomous spheres. 
Tablee 6.3 shows the potential effect of organizational measures on the interactive capabilities of 
electronicc mass media. The values of table 6.2 and 6.3 are tentative, but the case studies provide 
supportivee and illustrative data. The tables indicate that electronic media can be compared to each other 
onn an interactivity-continuum, with computer mediated communication networks at one end, and 
nationall  electronic mass media at the other end. Furthermore, the tables suggest that a combination of 
functionall  interactivity and organizational support for multi-directional communication guarantees the 
highestt level of operational interactivity of electronic media. 

6.66 COMMUNICATION NETWORKS 
AA fundamental principle of human communication is that the exchange of ideas occurs most 
frequentlyfrequently between individuals who are alike, for similar J. The similarity may be in certain 
attributes,attributes, such as beliefs, education, social status and the like (Rogers, 1995: 27) 

Onee of the earlier development theories which incorporated communication is the diffusion of 
innovationss theory, of which Everett Rogers is arguably the most influential advocate. Diffusion of 
innovationss is a social theory with both a conceptual and a strong positivist component. The positivist 
componentt led to a mechanistic application of analytical concepts of innovation, communication and 
networkss in development efforts. The current emphasis in development theory on normative approaches 
too development, focuses its criticism of this theory on the positivist aspects of the diffusion of 
innovationn and subsequently discards the theory entirely. However, the analytical concepts are useful, if 
onlyy because diffusion of innovations can still be regarded as 'one of the most conceptually useful 
modelss for understanding the relationship among technology, individuals, and society' (Hanson and 
Narula,, 1990: 27). A note of caution is required, however, since diffusion theory mainly addresses 
exogenouslyy stimulated innovative development and pays limited attention to spreading endogenous 
knowledgee in local communication networks. 

Similarr to Rogers' classification of communication networks, a distinction can be made between 
heterogeneouss and homogeneous networks13. Homogeneous can be defined as 'formed of parts that are 
alll  of the same kind' (Oxford American Dictionary, 1980) and for networks the definition refers to the 
degreee to which communicating individuals are similar in aspects of their personality, needs and 
circumstances.. The opposite situation is referred to as heterogeneous, meaning the degree to which 
networkedd communicating individuals are different in personal attributes, socio-economic backgrounds 
andd conditions of daily life. In general, voluntary interpersonal communication is, to a large extent, 
basedd on shared backgrounds, beliefs and other social attributes of people. Communication processes 
aree considered to be most effective in transferring information under conditions of homogeneity. As a 
result,, most personal networks of people are homogeneous, at least the networks in which they 
voluntarilyy participate. The factors which make homogeneous communication effective, often make 
heterogeneouss communication ineffective. However, diffusionists stress an important advantage of 
heterogeneouss communication networks: a capability of introducing innovative knowledge. The 
presencee of elite individuals in communication networks allows for flows of innovations to non-elite 
individuals,, a trickling down of innovations (Rogers, 1995: 286 - 290). From that point of view, 
homogeneouss networks can slow down, or even inhibit, the diffusion of exogenous innovations. 

Inn his chapter on diffusion networks, Rogers introduces communication network analysis, where, 
inn his definition, a 'communication network consists of interconnected individuals who are linked by 
patternedd flows of information' (ibid, 1995: 308). He describes his analytical concept as a method 
whichh 'identifies the communication structure in a system by using interpersonal communication 
relationshipss as the units of analysis in analyzing network data about communication flows' (ibid, 1995: 

133 Rogers actually distinguishes between homophilous and heterophilous networks, but in Dutch those two terms are typically only 
usedd to make a distinction between homosexual and heterosexual individuals. Therefore, in this dissertation I will use the more 
neutrall  terms homogeneous and heterogeneous. 
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308).. Rogers' analytical method has some similarities with the ITP-concept, but he applies it at a micro-
levell  as compared to the macro-level approach of Bordewijk and Van Kaam. In my opinion, the two 
analyticall  concepts are complementary and I discuss some of Rogers' terminology to support my 
positionn on communication networks in rural areas. 

Rogerss uses communication proximity to describe the structure of communication networks. It 
referss to the degree to which individuals in a network have personal communication networks that 
overlap.. High-proximity levels of interpersonal relations in networks indicate a high degree of network 
homogeneityy and stimulate high levels of information flows. Low-proximity levels stimulate innovative 
aspectss of information flows in a network. Therefore, if a continuous flow of local knowledge between 
individualss in a local network is preferred, a homogeneous network would be the best option. On the 
otherr hand, insertion of innovative knowledge into local rural networks would require some low-
proximityy levels of heterogeneous networks. However, Goldman's argumentation on testimonial belief 
pointss at the difficulties of knowledge production under conditions of limited trust in a source of 
information.. In my opinion, homogeneous networks with relatively high communication-proximity 
levelss essentially represent the conversation patterns of Bordewijk and Van Kaam, whereas infusions 
withh exogenous knowledge through heterogeneous networks with relatively low communication-
proximityy levels appear to resemble allocution patterns. 

Thee final terms of Rogers' method which I will address here referr to interlocking and radial 
aspectss of personal networks. Interlocking networks consist of a group of individuals who all 
communicatee with each other, whereas radial networks consist of a focal individual and many 
peripherall  individuals, with the latter only interacting with the central individual and not with each 
other.. According to Rogers, radial networks are open and conducive to innovation, because the focal 
individuall  exchanges information with the environment. However, his implicit statement that 
individualss in interlocked networks do not exchange with people outside a network, means that he 
eitherr conceives of networks as completely isolated from society or as comprising the entire society. 
Bothh interpretations seem unrealistic to me and, therefore, by implication interlocked networks are also 
openn to outside information. In my opinion, the difference between radial and interlocked networks is 
thatt members of interlocked networks are likely to accept outside information based on its perceived 
reliabilityy and internal discussions, whereas members of radial networks are likely to be subjected to 
persuasivee communication acts by the central individual. In my opinion, self-empowerment is, 
therefore,, most likely best achieved in interlocked networks. Similar to a high communication-
proximityy of networks, interlocking aspects of networks appear to support conversation patterns, 
whereass radial aspects clearly resemble allocution patterns. 

Thee heterogeneous networks with a relatively low communication-proximity and a radial nature, 
whichh diffusion advocates support, accommodate and theoretically support an ITP which indicates a 
loww level of conduciveness to social change of a nation-state. On the other hand, homogeneous net-
workss with a relatively high level of communication-proximity and interlocking characteristics favor 
conversationn patterns, which support free and independent electronically mediated information dis-
semination.. Therefore, the latter appearss to be compatible with my conception of development as 
freedomm of choice. 

6.77 SYNTHESIS: INTERACTIVITY, RURAL NETWORKS AND SOCIAL ACTOR ROLES 
Thiss chapter has discussed the second central concept of the dissertation, interactivity, where a 
distinctionn has been made between three relative levels (low, medium and high) of interactivity of 
electronicc media. This section addresses a suggested link between the two central concepts, interactivity 
andd conduciveness to social change, the latter also with three relative levels, which results in nine ideal-
typess of electronically mediated information flows. This chapter has also addressed the issue of power 
andd its impact on information content and flows. Furthermore, Goldman's theory indicated that 
informationn reception and knowledge accumulation are causally related, but that the perceived 
reliabilityy of the source may significantly influence that relation, as well as the actual application of the 
newlyy acquired knowledge. Furthermore, the distinction between syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
informationn made clear that increases in information quantity do not necessarily lead to more informed 
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andd knowledgeable people. The functional and operational interactivity of an electronic medium, in 
combinationn with the socio-political and economic context, influence the content and nature of 
electronicallyy mediated information flows, as well as the actor role of electronic media. Taking into 
accountt the discussion on power and electronic media, two types of electronic media contribution 
appearr to be capable of facilitating development as freedom of choice, (i) electronically mediating 
informationn dissemination in rural networks (networked electronic media) and (ii) social actor roles by 
independentt electronic media {electronic mass media). 

Interactivity y 
Sectionn 6.5 identified intrinsic, or functional, interactivity as a key characteristic of an electronic 
mediumm if such a medium is to be used to facilitate information dissemination in networks. However, if 
thee main objective of electronic media is to provide one-way information flows, functional interactivity 
iss a relatively irrelevant feature. The functional interactivity of electronic media is also relatively useless 
too a conception of development as freedom of choice in case the socio-political and economic context is 
notnot conducive to the specific social changes in the form of increased individual freedoms. Therefore, I 
introducee table 6.4, which combines interactivity with conduciveness to social change, the two central 
concepts.. The central concepts of conduciveness and interactivity have been linked to create nine ideal-
typess , which represent combinations of those concepts that are related to specific ways of 
electronicallyy mediating information, as well as to ITPs. In the previous chapter, I tentatively defined 
low,, medium and high levels of conduciveness to social change. This chapter added a differentiation 
betweenn three levels of functional interactivity. In section 6.5,1 argued that low, medium and high 
levelss of functional interactivity are determined by the extent to which the intrinsic features of 
electronicc media support multi-directional communication. The discussion in chapter five suggested 
thatt conduciveness to social change is inversely proportional to the democratic deficit of a nation-state. 
Inn my opinion, the extent to which the functional interactivity of electronic media is equal to, or less, 
thann the operational interactivity is also inversely proportional to the democratic deficit of a nation-state. 
Thee rationale underlying the linkage of the two central concepts is that, in my opinion, ideal-types and 
ITPss illustrate the relation between the conduciveness of a nation-state and the prevailing use of 
electronicc media, albeit from different perspectives. This implies that table 6.4 can be used to (i) define 
elementselements of socio-political and economic contexts required for contributions by electronic media to 
developmentt as freedom of choice and (ii) to determine the conduciveness of existing socio-political 
andd economic contexts to social change by identifying ideal-types which are preferred in a country, 
therebyy referring to existing and preferred ideal-types. The link of the latter with the ITP-concept is 

144 Michel Foucault defines ideal-types schematically as 'a category of historical interpretation; it's a structure of understanding for the 
historiann who seeks to integrate, after the fact, a certain set of data: it allows him to recapture an essence (Calvinism, the state, the 
capitalistt enterprise), working from general principles which are not at all present in the thought of the individuals whose concrete 
behaviourr is nevertheless to be understood on their basis" (Foucault, in: Burchell, Gordon and Miller (eds), 1991: 80, italics added). 
Inn the case of table 6.4, the central concepts, conduciveness and interactivity, are the general principles. Conduciveness, as it is 
understoodd here, is most likely 'not at all present in the thought of the individuals" whose actions lead to the electronically mediated 
informationn flows, but the same may not be valid foi interactivity, at least not interpreted as a functional characteristic of electronic 
media.. Those who deploy electronic media for a certain purpose may very well select an electronic medium precisely for its 
functionall  interactivity. However, to satisfy Foucaull's interpretation of a general principle, I interpret interactivity at a more abstract 
levell  as a feature of electronic media that supports the sovereignty (i.e., control) of an individual in information provision and 
exchangee processes. The aspects of interactivity of section 6.5 will then have to be perceived as lower level, functional, 
representationss of the abstract interpretation of interactivity. In my opinion, awareness of the lower level representations does not 
necessarilyy imply that the abstract interpretation is deliberately being pursued. In order to further detach the ideal-types from 'the 
thoughtt of the individuals", I have used the abstract concept of information traffic patterns as a basis for the ideal-types of table 6.4. 
Evenn if the abstract conception of interactivity is used by people to select electronic media, due to the fact that the ITP-concept is 
littl ee known, creating certain ITPs is, in my opinion, unlikely to be a conscious objective for the use of specific electronic media in 
rurall  development. Therefore, the ideal-types of table 6.4 satisfy Foucaull's definition. The essence, which I attempt to recapture 
withh the ideal-types, are the characteristics and qualities of electronically mediated information flows, as defined by Bordewijk and 
Vann Kaarn's central concepts of individual and central control (see section 6.2). 
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clear,, since a prevalence of allocution patterns is more typical of a centralized power structure. 
Conversationn patterns indicate a certain extent of openness of society, or a decentralized I&C power 
structure.. The ideal-types of table 6.4 can be placed on a continuum, ranging from interactive 
communicationn to national, State-controlled information provision. The nine ideal-types are defined by 
(i)) Bordewijk and Van Kaam's control over of information flows and storage and (ii) characteristics and 
qualitiess of the prevailing actor role of the electronic media enterprise with respect to rural 
development,, distinguishing between political, social and economic actor roles. 

Tablee 6.4 Ideal-typess of electronically mediated information dissemination 

Tablee 6.5 contains the nine ideal-type definitions linked to the threee ITPs: allocution to the ideal-types 
3.2,, 2.3 and 3.3; allocution/consultation to the ideal-types 3.1,2.2 and 1.3; consultation/conversation to 
thee ideal types 2.1 and 1.2; and, finally, conversation to the ideal-type 1.1. 

liilllllilf f 
1.1 1 Interactive e 

communication n 
thee individual control over time, content and participants of information exchanges, as well as over 
storagee of information, requires a highly conducive socio-political and economic context, as well as 
significantt individual freedoms; networked electronic media have the necessary intrinsic interactivity; the 
relatedd ITP is the conversation pattern 

1.2 2 

1.3 3 

independent t 
information n 
dissemination, , 
local l 

independent t 
information n 
dissemination, , 
national l 

thee extent to which control over time, content and participants in dissemination of information, as well as 
overr information storage, is shared, depends on the nature and degree of audience participation, which in 
itss turn is influenced by the level of individual freedoms, the electronic media organization 
predominantlyy performs a social actor role at a local level, the nature and extent of which is defined by 
thee conduciveness of the socio-political and economic context; typically electronic mass media are used 
forr this ideal-type; the related ITP is soft allocution, or emulated consultation/ conversation patterns 
thee extent to which control over time, content and participants in dissemination of information, as well as 
overr infonnation storage, is shared, depends on the nature and degree of audience participation, as well 
ass on the physical distance between audience and sender, the former is in its turn influenced by the level 
off  individual freedoms; the electronic media organization predominantly performs a social actor role at 
aa national level, the nature and extent of which is defined by the conduciveness of the socio-political 
andd economic context; typically electronic mass media are used for this ideal-type; the related ITP is soft 
allocution n 

Thee Oxford American Dictionary (1980) provides seven definitions of independent:' 1. not dependent on or controlled by another 
personn or thing; 2. not depending for its validity or operations on the thing(s) involved, from another source; 3. self-governing; 4. 
freee of commitment to a political party; 5. having or providing an sufficient income to make it unnecessary for the possessor to earn 
hiss living; 6. not influenced by others in one's ideas or conduct; 7, unwilling to be under an obligation to others'. I use independent 
ass 'not dependent on or controlled by' and I conceive of definitions 4, 6 and 7 as elaborating on thai definition. In contrast, I 
conceivee of autonomy exclusively as self-rule and of autonomous as self-governing. 
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2.1 1 

2.2 2 

2.3 3 

3.1 1 

3.2 2 

3.3 3 

independent t 
interactive e 
databases s 

commercial l 
information n 
provision,, local 

commercial l 
information n 
provision, , 
national l 

information n 
floww control 

State--
controlled d 
information n 
provision,, local 

State--
controlled d 
information n 
provision, , 
national l 

thee extent to which individuals have control over time and content of information dissemination depends 
onn the level of control by the owner of the information, the degree of autonomy of the databases depends 
onn the conductveness of the socio-political and economic context and me level of interactivity depends 
onn the individual freedoms; networked electronic media have the necessary intrinsic interactivity; the 
relatedd ITP is the consultation panern 

thee extent to which control overtime, content and participants in dissemination of information, as well as 
overr information storage, is shared, depends on the nature and degree of audience participation, which in 
itss turn is influenced by the level of individual freedoms; considerations of an economic nature largely 
determinee the content of information flows; the electronic media organization predominantly performs an 
economicc actor role at a local level, the nature and extent of which is defined by the conduciveness of 
thee socio-political and economic context; typically electronic mass media are used for this ideal-type; the 
relatedd ITP is allocution, either soft or hard 

thee extent to which control over time, content and participants in dissemination of information, as well as 
overr information storage, is shared, depends on the nature and degree of audience participation, as well 
ass on the physical distance between audience and sender, die former is in its turn influenced by the level 
off  individual freedoms; economic considerations largely determine the content of information flows; the 
electronicc media organization predominantly performs an economic actor role at a national level, the 
naturee and extent of which is defined by the conduciveness of the socio-political and economic context; 
typicallyy electronic mass media are used for this ideal-type; the related ITP is allocution 

thee extent of individual control over content of information dissemination is defined by political 
constraintss and is, as well as control over information storage, subject to political limitations; the degree 
off  State-control defines the conduciveness of the socio-political and economic context; the impact of 
individuall  freedoms is subordinated to communitarian rights and national interests; networked electronic 
mediaa have the necessary intrinsic interactivity; the related ITP is the consultation pattern, but with 
strongg allocutive tendencies 

thee State, or its local representation, exercises control over time and content of information provision and 
informationn storage, either through direct ownership or through ownership by politically affiliated 
organizations;; the degree and nature of State-control defines the conduciveness of the socio-political and 
economicc context; political constraints, communitarian rights and national interests subordinate the 
individuall  freedoms; the electronic media organization predominantly performs a political actor role at 
aa local level, the nature and extent of which is defined by State-control over socio-political and 
economicc domains; typically electronic mass media are used for this ideal-type; the related ITP is 
allocution n 

thee State exercises control overtime and content of information provision and information storage, either 
throughh direct ownership or through ownership by politically affiliated organizations; the degree and 
naturee of State-control defines the conduciveness of the socio-political and economic context; political 
constraints,, communitarian rights and national interests subordinate the individual freedoms; the 
electronicc media organization predominantly performs a political actor role at a national level, the 
naturee and extent of which is defined by State-control of socio-political and economic domains; typically 
electronicc mass media are used for this ideal-type; the related ITP is hard allocution 

Tablee 6.5 Descriptions of ideal-types of electronically mediated information dissemination 

Registrationn patterns characterize top-down development orientation, since such an approach is intrinsic 
too allocution or consultation patterns, because of the need of these ITPs to acquire basic information. 
Thee individual control of consultation patterns is delusive, since a centrally controlled information 
sourcee has to be consulted. Individual control over time of consultation, choice of subject and speed of 
informationn reception is constrained by a center. 

Rurall networks 
Inn this chapter, the freedom of the individual as a counterpoint to the power of the State runs parallel to 
whatt has been discussed. In my opinion, the counterpoint to State-owned or privately owned conglome-
ratess of traditional electronic mass media is represented by interactive, multi-directional communication 
inn autonomous and electronically mediated networks at all levels and in all domains of society. Thus, I 
arguee in favor of such networks to pursue autonomy and self-empowerment, which I interpret as free-
domm of the individual to act in autonomous spheres and to participate in society's political, social and 
economicc processes. According to the theories discussed in this chapter, electronically mediated net-
workss are more effective to transfer information for knowledge accumulation than traditional mass 
media.. However, this section, as well as the next, indicates that electronic mass media can play a rele-
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vantt role in rural development in developing countries, albeit in a different way from its current use in 
top-downn information provision. According to Servaes, electronic mass media may well be 'more 
effectivee if appropriately used in an integrated fashion [with electronically mediated networks], accor-
dingg to the needs and constraints of the local context. (...), and provided the limits of the mass media are 
recognized'' (Servaes, 1989: 55). According to Bordewijk and Van Kaam's ITP-concept, allocution and 
registrationn patterns tend to reinforce existing I&C power structures, whereas conversation patterns are 
moree likely to support changes in those power structures. This implies that conversation patterns in lo-
call  and people-based rural networks are most compatible with a conception of development as freedom 
off  choice. To some extent, I agree with Servaes' claim that 'parallel communication structures' will no 
longerr allow those in power 'to operate effectively, to control, to censor, or to play the role of gate-
keeperr with regard to all communication networks at all times in a given society' (ibid, 1989: 56). On 
thee basis of the discussion in this chapter, I favor networked electronic media in rural areas partly for 
thee aforementioned reason, but mainly because of the conversation patterns which characterize net-
workedd electronic media. Furthermore, if self-empowerment is considered constitutive to development 
inn rural areas, the most successful application of networked electronic media will be to facilitate local 
level,, homogeneous and people-based rural networks. Therefore, a policy framework, as suggested in 
chapterr four, will have to contain constitutional, legislative and regulatory elements to create and 
safeguardd a conducive socio-political and economic context for conversation patterns created through 
networkedd electronic media. 

Sociall actor roles 
Thee hierarchical,, sender-oriented allocution patterns of electronic mass media have distinct 
disadvantagess in rural development, particularly given their central position in the I&C power structure. 
Thee issue of using electronic mass media for information dissemination in general, and in rural 
developmentt in particular, is a complicated one, since the vested interest of a particular electronic mass 
mediaa outlet in rural areas is often not clear. However, it would be a mistake to discard those electronic 
mediaa completely, since under certain conditions some of the disadvantages of electronic mass media 
cann partially be compensated for. This chapter has argued that soft allocution patterns and emulated 
consultationn and conversation patterns can support a social actor role of independent and local 
electronicc mass media outlets to mobilize the available local human capacity, as well as to support 
independentt information dissemination in 'a society where the blind dynamic and imperialism of the 
independentt subsystems of economy and state are subject to the normative restrictions of a life world in 
whichh communication processes can develop again in full freedom' (Servaes, 1989: 37). As an 
independentt source of information, local electronic media may also be capable of performing a role as 
sociall  actor in rural development processes. The case studies provide examples of local electronic media 
beingg able to raise awareness of people on issues, to mobilize opinions and people through an active 
rolee in development processes, because of the reliability as an independent source of information. 

Finall remarks 
Inn this synthesis I have suggested that facilitating existing, or newly created, independent, local level 
rurall  networks is the most effective and, therefore, potentially the most successful way of using elec-
tronicc media for information dissemination in rural development. The social opportunities and econo-
micc facilities of people in rural areas can be increased by electronic media. However, many people in 
rurall  areas do not have the economic means to access electronically mediated and networked informa-
tionn exchanges. The availability of physical access does not automatically imply accessibility, as recent-
lyy published research on the impact of information kiosks and telecenters has shown. Therefore, I have 
proposedd to use independent electronic mass media, to complement the networked information ex-
changee with information provision. I have argued that soft allocution patterns are most suited for that 
task.. However, I must stress that in whatever way electronic media are used, a conducive socio-political 
andd economic context is required if they are to be successful in facilitating rural development as free-
domm of choice. Electronic media require such a context, but at the same time the actual and preferred 
usee of electronic media in rural development serves as an indicator of the nature of that context. 
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